
Is there any way we can create ‘Qualification Steps’ 
to replace the ‘Annual Re-certification program’ for the
handheld Raman system, removing the need to return 
to instrument vendors? 
Bakeev: Annual instrument recertification for many laboratory
instruments is performed by the vendor at the customer site, 
which is appropriate when the instrumentation is not portable. 
With portable and handheld instrumentation, users often choose to
return the instruments to the vendor for testing and recertification 
as a convenience to the customer. It is at the discretion of the user
whether to have the testing performed on site, or to return the
instrument to the vendor.

Owen: Cobalt’s RapID instrument does not need to be returned to
vendor as it can be qualified (as per the USP guidance) during annual
service visits. This effectively follows a series of qualification steps.

Streamer: Generally, it is considered good practice to carry out an
Instrument Performance Verification (IPV) at a defined time period (as
stated in an SOP). It is also considered good practice to carry out a more
extensive annual Instrument Performance Certification (IPC), which is
generally done by the instrument vendor or a certified engineer as a
service. We have found that even though some recertification programs
are offered to be performed remotely, few companies are interested in
this option. Therefore, a self-qualification program may not even be of
interest. Rigaku recommends annual certification and offers an onsite
program that consists of the evaluation, qualification, and certification

of an instrument’s performance in accordance with established
operational specifications. 

Brush: Thermo Scientific instituted a remote instrument certification
program for TruScan five years ago. Following our established SOP, a
trained TruScan operator may easily execute the data collection
requirements. The process entails certified chemical standards which
are forwarded to the customer site. The data are collected using an
embedded remote certification wizard. The scan results and instrument
diagnostics are then sent electronically to an e-mail address which our
product specialists monitor. The data are thoroughly reviewed for
correct calibration and a report is returned within one to two business
days. This approach ensures continued up-time and calibration
performance while eliminating sending the instrument off-site.

What is the basis of the algorithm used for ID/verification
in your system and why did you choose to use it over
alternative approaches? 
Owen: Cobalt’s Spatially Offset Raman Spectroscopy technique works
through non-transparent packaging, such as paper sacks, and requires
a specific measurement and analysis approach; acquiring a spectrum
through an amber bottle is different to acquiring through a three layer
paper sack, for example. The container and contents spectra are
separated from each other in the measurement, so the algorithm
doesn’t have to allow for, e.g., plastic bag signal. We measure very low
noise data where, even with fluorescent materials such as HDPE, the
s/n is good. This means an ID verification approach using spectral
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correlation methods works well, rather than using hit quality index or
other statistical methods.

Streamer: Rigaku offers the traditional HQI correlation coefficient in
Progeny™, which provides the continuity in previously implemented
methods and protocols. However, for more challenging samples,
Progeny™ also has available an industry exclusive wavelets-based
search algorithm. This expedites the search process, particularly in
large databases, and can be more effective in the identification of main
spectral features to ensure maximum confidence in sample ID. 

Brush: The authentication and discovery algorithms embedded within
TruScan analysers utilise a probabilistic approach including a well-
characterised, patented form of multivariate residual analysis. Our
analysers not only acquire the Raman spectrum but also, in real-time,
determine the uncertainty of that measurement with consideration of
sample characteristics, instrument telemetry, and testing environment
over a wide range of potential sampling conditions. The sophistication of
this approach makes TruScan not only portable but also adaptive to the
testing environment as it exists during the actual sample measurement.
This is absolutely critical for a handheld device outside the well-
controlled environment of a laboratory where bench top instruments
have the benefit of highly reproducible sampling interfaces.

Bakeev: B&W Tek uses a Hit Quality Index (HQI) for identification, which
is a widely-used measure of the correlation of a sample spectrum to the
all materials in the library and is sensitive to the peak position in a
spectrum, and not as sensitive to the peak intensity. Meanwhile, we 
use a multivariate analysis for verification because it is a well-
documented and understood algorithm for classification. This algorithm
can be used to discriminate between materials that are chemically 
and spectrally similar. 

Can we expect multi-laser source handheld Raman
systems in the future to help identify more compounds 
by reducing fluorescence at a longer wavelength, 
while still optimising speed for compounds compatible
with lower wavelengths?
Streamer: Rigaku offers portable, compact dual laser instruments that
redefine the traditional analysis process for some markets, such as
academia. The value for academia is the flexibility to demonstrate high
sensitivity analysis for material science, achieved by using visible lasers
(532nm and 785nm) and minimisation of fluorescence through a near
infrared laser (1064nm). Through application studies of various
pharmaceutical products including raw materials, excipients, APIs,
finished products, and cell culture media, we have found that these
materials typically do not require high sensitivity. Due to advancements in
gratings, optical filters, and cooled detectors, handheld instruments with
a near infrared (1064nm) laser excel in speed and exceed the performance
required by most verification, or identification applications. 

Brush: TruScan’s 785nm laser wavelength and temperature stabilised
2048 element CCD detector offers rapid measurement of the vast
majority of pharmaceutical materials without compromising spectral
resolution or Raman signal intensity. TruScan algorithms excel at

identifying materials even in the presence of interferences such as
fluorescence. Current lower resolution 256 or 512 element InGaAs
detector arrays and longer wavelength Raman lasers require sizable
heat sinks for active thermoelectric cooling of the detector as 
well as large batteries to supply power for high laser output. 
The additional cost of two spectrometers, as well as size and weight
considerations, indicate truly effective multi-wavelength, handheld
Raman analysers will require significant technological advancements
before realisation. 

Bakeev: Certainly there is an interest in handheld Raman systems with
multi-wavelength laser source capabilities to be able to measure a
wider array of compounds with a single instru ment. There are some
challenges that remain in having an instrument optimised to perform
with more than one laser and associated detector, and still be light
enough for handheld use. With continuing advances in instrument
miniaturisation, a handheld Raman spectrometer with multiple laser
wavelength excitation sources may be offered in the future.

Owen: Cobalt’s wavelength selection (830nm) is a good balance between
fluorescence and detector wavelength sensitivity. It sits between 785nm
and 1064nm and is a good compromise between the benefits of 
shorter wavelengths (Raman efficiency and measurement speed) and
the benefit of a longer wavelength (reduced fluorescence). Due to this,
and the unique way our instruments operate, there are very 
few materials that would benefit from a longer wavelength using 
RapID, even biological materials. Using multiple lasers in a standard
commercial product is an interesting idea, but it would come with a cost
that is unlikely to be accompanied by significantly increased raw
materials compatibility. 

What experience do you have with supporting users of
your instrument with regulatory submissions or reviews?
What are your thoughts on establishing compendial
expectations for handheld Raman for ID/verification?
Brush: Thermo Scientific regularly engages in customer requests for
discussions of compendial guidance and compliance. Our market
leading installed base, including over 500 cGMP sites, grants us the
experience to consult confidently on industry best practices. We
actively seek to partner with the end users who are ultimately
responsible for complying with regulatory expectations. We have joined
with several pharmaceutical customers to investigate establishing
baseline standards for development and validation of spectral libraries.
Studies of instrument calibration survival and method transferability,
for example, shared with spectroscopic expert committees could lead
to better defined compendial guidance in the future.

Bakeev: Both the European Pharmacopeia and the USP have general
chapters for Raman spectroscopy, indicating that this is an accepted
technology for use in the pharmaceutical industry. Ongoing Raman
spectral library work by regulatory agencies and the United States
Pharmacopeia are expected to further demonstrate and support
Raman spectroscopy as a compendial method in the pharmaceutical
industry. Meanwhile, we offer full support to pharmaceutical companies
in the qualification of and method validation on their B&W Tek
handheld and portable Raman instrumentation, and have experience in
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meeting these regulatory requirements, and will continue to work
toward establishing these methods. 

Owen: Often the biggest requirement from Cobalt is to support the initial
validation and performance. This is obviously crucial and we help
customers with that. Once that is completed and the customer is happy
with the operation then we aren’t often included in the regulatory
process. This would suggest that explicit compendia expectations are
not required beyond that currently established. However, it would 
be useful to re-examine sample size recommendations. Different
approaches may mean 100 per cent ID of all incoming containers in one
company down to a small fraction of that (root n+1, for example) in
another, which is a significant inconsistency in such a regulated industry.

Streamer: Our new generation handheld Raman, Progeny™, facilitates
regulatory compliance by delivering a complete IQ/OQ/PQ protocol
package, truly 21 CFR Part 11 compliant digital signatures and an
integrated camera for barcode reading. As per any secondary
technique, implementation of handheld Raman for raw material
identification (RMID) requires three steps: method development,
method verification, and documentation to approve the method.
Because Raman is an ‘information rich’ molecular spectroscopy
technique, the first two steps are simple and fast. While the availability
of a compendial raw materials library from an independent source 
(i.e. pharmacopoeia) would certainly be well accepted, it wouldn’t
impact the overall implementation time since the approval documenta -
tion is the most time-consuming step. 

Prices of many electronic devices generally decrease 
over time with each new generation; do you think
handheld Raman instruments will follow this same
pattern? If not, why?
Bakeev: Transitioning from bench top systems to portable and handheld
systems already drastically reduces costs while still covering >85 per cent
of all Raman applications. We continue to develop hardware and software
that make this technology more readily accessible to users in many areas.
Between improvements in the electronics and miniaturisation, costs
continue to decrease. The costs of instrumentation are also driven down
by increased adoption of Raman, and greater availability of components.
Many of the improvements we continue to see are in the area of software
and data handling which can improve efficiency of the devices, and in
turn also provide cost advantages.

Owen: Handheld Raman instruments are following this pattern: the bulk
of the development costs are borne by the first generation; the market
is becoming increasingly competitive; and, unlike consumer electronics,
over-engineering and over-development of a Raman product could
actually hinder sales – simplicity of use is valuable in a regulated
environment. The exception to this is where genuinely useful new
features are added, which typically sets the initial price higher than with
incumbent technologies. 

Streamer: This concept is not transferable for several reasons. Unlike
smartphones in which electronics represent a large part of the total
cost, the largest cost contribution in handheld Raman instruments is

optics (i.e. detector, laser source, spectrograph) and mechanical parts.
The cost of electronic devices is also driven by volumes. Despite the
successful implementation of handheld techniques in various markets,
the volume is still just a fraction of major electronic devices. We will
always need to stay at the forefront of electronics’ technology in order
to avoid obsolescence of components – however, shifting to new
technology means more computation power – at a flat cost. 

Brush: TruScan offers tremendous value due to overall physical
instrument robustness, a patented decision engine and the highest
quality documentation and support in the industry. Our software
resides on the device which allows for qualification of the system
without PC software validation, resulting in significant resource savings
for the customer. The instrument price is only one part of the total cost
of implementation. With our SOPs and post-sales support, our
implementation times are very rapid, resulting in substantial resource
savings yet again. It is through dedication to generating a holistic
solution that we will intrinsically drive down the total cost of ownership
while providing greater customer value.

What is the approach for material ID if the sample 
under testing is not in the systems database?
Owen: Cobalt’s system verifies product identity through unopened
containers. As such, the container is part of the problem. If a product
fails then it is a genuine fail (wrong product being scanned or
mislabelled product) and should be investigated.

Brush: Under cGMPs only a qualified raw material library should be used
for identity testing including documentation of items such as:
previously authenticated materials, including traceability, per
established monograph method(s); training records of the individual
who performed the testing; batch/lot number of the material source;
material expiration dates, etc... Therefore, in lieu of a certified spectral
reference library from an authoritative source, such as a pharmacopeia,
customers generate their own libraries using the SOP templates we
provide as a guide to industry best practices.

Streamer: A pharmaceutical manufacturer would typically not be
working with unknown materials. The use of the handheld Raman
instrument is to perform ‘Pass/Fail’ verification analysis against known
materials that have already been built into the instrument’s library.
When a ‘failed’ result is received, there are a few possibilities when
using Progeny™: 1) the material is incorrect or mislabelled; 2) the
material can be analysed using our ‘Match/No Match’ identification
analysis against our standard library of 12,000 materials; or 3) the
material can easily be added to our customisable library for future
verification analyses.

Bakeev: If the tested sample is not included in the methods and
libraries of the NanoRam unit, a user can add these data to the system
within a user-defined library or as a multivariate method. The user must
ensure that the sample being added is an authentic traceable material
whose identity has been verified by an independent identification test.
All methods and libraries should be validated before being put into use
by demonstrating the specificity for identification.
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